Warsaw, 28.02.2014

Dear Prime Minister,
As a group of antinuclear ativists from various organizations known as the Energy Coalition we
would like to invite you to make visit in Poland. The funds for your journey and stay in Poland
would be provided.
Poland is right now in important moment as for the future of energy sector and its economy. Last
month the Polish government accepted the nuclear programme – a guide to build first nuclear power
plant in our country despite the catastrophe in Chernobyl and Fukushima and other factors which
put nuclear power at disadvantage like cost of power production.
We are strongly convinced that your visit in Poland would be very important for the „energy path”
that will be chosen for Poland. As a person who experienced himself what nuclear power can bring
and what are the „nuclear village” mechanisms you could pass your precious knowledge and
experience to the Polish society. The energy transformation and use of renewables in Japan is also
precious example for other countries.We belive that your visit would interest media and strenghten
the awarness of energy issues in Poland especially if you visited places where nuclear power plant
is to be built.
If you would like to come we propose the following programme of your visit:
21th of March Stay in Warsaw
1. Meeting with the Foreign Affaires Committee of the Polish parliament
2. Meeting with Japanese living in Poland
3. Open lecture at the university - Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology
22th of March Stay in Gdańsk (at the seaside where the first NPP in Poland is to be built)
1. Meeting with the activists and local communities from the sites chosen for building of NPP
2. Meeting with the local authorities from the places chosen for the NPP
3. March to the place where the first Polish NPP was to be built in the eighties and press
conference in front of the ruins of the building
23th of March Depart from Gdańsk to Helsinki
The person in charge of your visit would be Andrzej Sławiński – phone number: +48510259888
Please let us know how you find our proposal.
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